Abstract-This article reports on the development and implementation of an algorithm for the design of spatially-distributed feedback controllers for the wide variety of physical processes that are included in cross-directional control of industrial paper machines. The spatial and temporal structure of this class of process models is exploited in the use of the two-dimensional frequency domain for analysis and two-dimensional loop shaping design of feedback controllers. This algorithm forms the basis of a software tool that has recently been implemented in a commercial product and its use is illustrated for tuning CD controllers on two different industrial paper machines. The first example describes the use of the tool in stabilizing an unstable closedloop system by retuning the distributed controller. The second paper machine example exposes an underperforming controller. Subsequent retuning of the controller resulted in a dramatic performance improvement.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper reports on results in the development of algorithms and their implementation in a software tool for the design of a feedback controller of an industrial spatiallydistributed system. The papermaking process employs large arrays of actuators spread across a continuously moving web to control the cross-directional (CD) profiles of the paper properties as measured by a scanning gauge downstream from the actuators. A CD control system calculates actuator moves to maintain the measured CD profiles of paper properties on target. Papermaking is an important multi-billion dollar industry -in North America and worldwide -and CD control on paper machines is arguably the most established industrial application of spatially-distributed control.
CD control has been long recognized as an interesting and challenging problem by the control systems community and there have been many papers published studying design of various CD control algorithms. The CD control approaches studied in the literature include robust control design [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , various subspace and dimensionality reduction methods [6] , [7] , [8] , minimum variance control [9] , [8] , as well as two-dimensional control methods [10] . However, Department most of the control laws proposed and studied in the above mentioned papers, have not been used in industry, except for some short-term trials.
Online optimization methods such as model predictive control (MPC) are an attractive possibility due to their ability to address hard physical constraints on the actuators. The limitation of these techniques has traditionally been due to the enormous online computational load and their sensitivity to model uncertainty. However advances in computing power coupled with theoretical work in model reduction and robustness (for example [5] , [11] ) are beginning to make such techniques tractable. Industrial examples of optimization based CD controllers may be found in [12] , [9] , [13] .
Industrial CD control systems have been installed in the field for more than two decades and their algorithms evolved over time to attain an acceptable tradeoff between the achievable closed-loop performance (which requires sophisticated algorithms) and the ease of support and maintenance (which requires simple, easily understandable algorithms for tuning). In the paper industry, simplicity of use is especially important because support and maintenance are typically performed by technician-level personnel. In addition, acceptance of new algorithms (even if they are simple) is usually slow, because there is a large existing base of installed CD control systems. These are typically maintained and supported by their respective vendors. In many CD control installations significant performance improvements can be achieved for an existing controller by implementing a better tuning of the control loop. The tuning problem is to select optimal values for the free parameters within the fixed control algorithms, and CD controller tuning is the main topic of this paper. There is little literature on this topic, the majority of which consists of conference papers by the authors of the present paper [14] , [15] . This paper is meant as a first archival publication covering this gap.
CD control tuning has to take into account the usual issues of stability, robustness, and disturbance rejection performance. In addition to that, there are issues of spatial stability and performance of the control that are specific for the CD process control. Closed-loop spatial instability of CD control might be caused by poor controllability of the process at high spatial frequencies. The spatial instability manifested as a picket fence pattern of the actuator setpoints (actuator picketing) is a well known and often encountered problem in industrial CD control installations and indicates a controller that has been designed such that it is chasing uncontrollable components of the error signal [16] . This paper presents the architecture of a typical industrial CD control system. The tuning algorithms are herein developed for such an architecture. Interestingly enough, CD control systems independently developed by different vendors have many similarities in the structure of the control law, despite the claimed use of various proprietary algorithms for signal processing and control. This is because many existing CD control systems have evolved over time starting from the simplest algorithms and adding controller enhancement as the performance problems with some of the deployed controllers became apparent. The simplest algorithm for CD control is mapped or zone-by-zone control where the measured high-resolution profile error is mapped to yield errors for each actuators. The simple mapped CD control does not work well where the CD response of neighboring actuators overlap significantly. This was recognized by the industry and overcome by introducing error decoupling and actuator profile smoothing terms in the control law. Such an industrial controller structure is considered in this paper.
The design, implementation, and field testing of the CD control tuner described herein was enabled by a use of the automated identification tool described in [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] . The identification provides a CD process model required for the control analysis and tuning. In what follows, the structure of the accepted CD process model and the industrial CD control law structure are discussed in more detail.
Overall, the main contributions of this paper include the following: (i) a thorough study of an industrial CD control engineering problem; (ii) an application of a novel twodimensional loop shaping design procedure to CD controller tuning; (iii) construction of an industrial software tool for the analysis and tuning of the feedback controller; (iv) presentation of typical industrial results.
A. Notation
This article makes extensive use of banded, symmetric matrices -Toeplitz and circulant. A band-diagonal symmetric Toeplitz matrix of size Ò¢Ò with Õ Ò ¾ degrees of freedom ½ Õ Ì will be denoted by, 
The related symmetric circulant matrix [21] , [22] will be denoted by,
Throughout this article, variable with a 'hat' such as will be used to represent circulant matrices and their associated eigenvalues.
Note that the two matrices Ì´ Òµ in (1) and ´ Òµ in (2) are the same except for the upper right and lower left corners. This fact will be revisited in Section IV.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Industrial Cross-Directional Control Processes
An overview of a paper machine showing relative positions of the various actuator arrays and scanning sensor is shown in Figure 1 . The wet pulp slurry enters the machine at the left of Figure 1 where it is distributed over a wide area and forced through a gap governed by the slice lip where it is extruded on to a moving wire screen. The remainder of the paper machine first drains then dries the majority of the water from the pulp and a formed sheet of paper is rolled up as illustrated at the right of Figure 1 .
The three main properties of interest are weight, moisture, and caliper. The control tuning results shown in Section VI are for two different types of weight control problems -one using a slice lip actuator array and the other a consistency profiling actuator array, which will be described shortly.
The weight per unit area of a sheet of paper, expressed in grams per square meter (gsm) or in pounds per ream is an important factor in the quality of the finished product. Deviations in the paper sheet's weight from its target will affect most other properties [23] . The desired weight targets for papermaking cover a wide range. A sheet of newsprint has a target weight of about 45gsm, a paperback book cover may have a weight of about 300gsm, and cardboard may weigh 450gsm.
CD control of the weight of a paper sheet is accomplished by actuators at the headbox (left side in Figure 1 ). The function of weight control actuators is to achieve an even distribution of the pulp fibres across the width of the wire belt, despite changing pulp properties. Since the weight control actuators are located the furthest upstream, the dynamics of weight control often require the consideration of a significant dead time component, as the paper sheet must travel through the entire machine before reaching the scanning sensor. Due to the nature of the raw material, the pulp stock characteristics change over time. The consistency and drainage properties of the delivered stock are kept as constant as possible by the approach system, but variability inevitably occurs. In addition, the flow of the pulp stock through the headbox and on the wire belt can distribute the wood fibres unevenly in the cross-direction. Basis weight profile control is important not only for paper strength reasons, but also due to the fact that a poor quality weight profile will propagate downstream and appear as disturbances in both the moisture and caliper profiles. The control of weight profiles with slice lip actuators and consistency profiling actuators is described in Section VI.
The moisture content of a sheet of paper is a very important factor in determining paper strength [23] . Typical moisture content targets are 5-9% of the total weight of the paper sheet. Overdrying a paper sheet will reduce its strength as the fibres are damaged. An excessively variable moisture profile leads to a variable temperature profile and thus increases the demand on the caliper profiling actuators.
The dewatering and drying of the paper sheet as it passes through the paper machine is very complex and is affected by many factors. The fibre slurry exiting the headbox is approximately 0.5% fibres and 99.5% water. The paper which is wound up on the reel is about 95% fibres and 5% water. The goal of feedback CD control of moisture is to perform the fine control and level a variable moisture profile.
The caliper of a sheet of paper is controlled by feeding the paper sheet through rotating rollers, known as the calendar stack. The pressure that the rolls exert on the paper sheet may be adjusted by locally heating (cooling) one of the rollers. As the temperature of the roller increases (decreases), its diameter also increases (decreases) due to thermal expansion, and thus the pressure on the paper sheet increases (decreases), leading to a decrease (increase) in the paper caliper [24] .
Early CD caliper control was implemented through the use of hot and cold air showers on the roller. Modern caliper control is much more efficient and uses induction heating actuators. A high frequency alternating current is used to generate an oscillating magnetic field at the roller surface. The resulting eddy currents near the surface of the roller cause the temperature of the roller to rise, and a local increase in roller diameter with subsequent pressure on the paper sheet.
B. Process Model
The high-level structure of a typical industrial CD control system is illustrated in Figure 2 . This structure is discussed in more details in the next section. It is important to note that the computations in a CD control system are organized in two parts. The upper part of the diagram shows controller computations that are performed at the spatial resolution of the actuator profile. Such profiles have 30-300 elements, corresponding to the number of the actuators. The lower part of Figure 2 illustrates the operations involved in processing the signal obtained from the scanning sensor at a much higher spatial resolution with up to 2000 elements. As illustrated in Figure 1 , this sensor is mounted on a fixed frame and is scanning back and forth across the paper sheet at a rate of 15-45 seconds per crossing. Because the paper sheet is moving, the scanner actually traces out a zig-zag path on the sheet. Thus the measurement signal contains both crossdirectional information and information regarding the change in the average properties of the sheet -referred to as machinedirection (MD) variability. It is not a trivial problem to separate the measurement signal into its CD and MD components [25] , [26] . The industrial system in Figure 2 uses a simple temporal filter in order to prevent transient MD components from distorting the CD profile, and other industrial solutions exist [27] . While removing much of the MD, filtering limits the CD controller to working on disturbances in the CD profile that persist for a long time. However, due to the open-loop transport delay and the first order process dynamics, the CD control system is already limited to disturbances that are much slower than the scanner dynamics [28] , [29] .
As part of the initial pre-processing and signal conditioning operations in the measurement system this high-resolution measured profile is mapped to the actuator resolution. The mapping is a linear transformation where a single value of the profile error is computed for each actuator as an weighted average of multiple high-resolution profile measurements in the spatial neighborhood of the actuator. Performing all control computations at the actuator resolution corresponds to squaring down of the system, a commonly accepted practice in multivariable process control. More discussion of optimality and achievable performance for the mapped control can be found in [18] . In what follows, the mapping is considered as a fixed part of the measurement system and the controller analysis, design, and tuning are performed for the square system.
The process response to the actuators has both a dynamic and a spatial component. Although the processes described in Subsection II-A use a variety of physical mechanisms, the main features of each of these are captured by a simple mathematical model. The process dynamic and spatial responses are assumed to be separable, and this assumption has been incorporated into the industrial process identification software tool described in [17] , [18] , [19] .
The spatial response of the paper process to the actuator profile is modelled by a convolution of the actuator profile along with the spatial unit impulse response, also known as the CD bump response. Typically the bump response is much narrower than the width of the paper sheet. The dynamics of the CD process response are taken to be first order with deadtime. The deadtime models the transport delay equivalent to the time taken for the paper to travel from the actuators to the scanning sensor. The process model may then be represented as a time domain update equation, Ý´Øµ ¡ Ù´Ø µ · ¡ Ý´Ø ½µ (3) where Ò is the number of CD actuators, the array Ù´Øµ ¾ Ò is the actuator profile at time Ø, the array Ý´Øµ ¾ Ò is the measured paper profile at time Ø, integer represents the process deadtime, the scalar is the open-loop pole of the process, and the constant matrix ¾ Ò¢Ò contains the spatial response model. The matrix is taken to be a banddiagonal, symmetric Toeplitz matrix as in (1) Strictly speaking, the process model in (3) and (5) is correct only if the deadtime is equivalent to an integer multiple of the sample time. In general this will not be the case and modelling a known noninteger deadtime would require an additional (potentially nonminimum phase) zero in the 'true' transfer function. Because of the presence of noninteger deadtime, and due to the fact that the process deadtime may change, uncertainty in the process model dynamics is permitted by the proposed controller design. Model uncertainty and closed-loop robustness are addressed in Subsection III-C below.
C. Industrial Controller Structure
As shown in Figure 2 , a typical industrial CD control law has three main components beyond the actuator mapping. These components are spatial decoupling, dynamic compensator, and actuator profile smoothing. The spatial decoupling is implemented as a convolution window similar to the spatial model response in (3). Let ´Øµ ¾ Ò be the error profile at time Ø. The output Û´Ø µ of the spatial decoupling block can be presented in the form Û´Ø µ ¡ ´Øµ (6) where ¾ Ò¢Ò is a band-diagonal symmetric Toeplitz 'decoupling matrix' defined in (9) below.
The dynamic compensator, known as a Dahlin controller, is a proportional-integral controller with deadtime compensation, and may be implemented in velocity form as
where the controller tuning is performed by selecting the parameters « , , and . Internal model tuning guidelines suggest setting and according to the process model parameters in (3).
The actuator profile is then updated using the calculation,
Ù´Øµ
¡ Ú´Øµ · Ù´Ø ½µ (8) where the constant 'smoothing' matrix in (8) is again a band-diagonal, symmetric Toeplitz matrix. The matrices in (6) and in (8) are respectively,
using the notation from (1). The smoothing matrix is further parameterized in terms of a Blackman convolution window
where ¼ ½ and Ò defines the width of in (8), (10),
where the elements of are defined by a lowpass Blackman
Note that the actuator profile smoothing operation (8) is responsible for providing the integrator in the control loop. Typically the loop is tuned with ¼ such that Á in (8) in order to preserve the closed-loop performance at low frequencies . However, we will see in Section V that Á is necessary to guarantee stable closed-loop operation with nonzero model uncertainty.
The feedback controller, (6)- (8) can be written as a transfer matrix,
Ù´Þµ
Ã´Þµ ´Þµ
where the constant matrices and are defined in (6) and (8)- (11) respectively. The scalar transfer function,
represents the -transform of the Dahlin controller in (7).
III. CLOSED-LOOP REQUIREMENTS
The following specifications must be satisfied for an acceptable industrial control design.
A. Internal Stability
All processes in question are open-loop stable (¼ ½ in (5)). The feedback controller itself may be marginally stable (¼ « ½ and eig´ µ ½ in (12)), then the requirement of internal stability is equivalent to specifying that the closedloop transfer matrix,
is stable (analytic for all Þ ½ and Þ ¾ ) with Ã´Þµ in (12) and ´Þµ in (5).
B. Performance
Cross-directional control is largely a regulation problem and performance is specified by the effect of the output disturbance Ý on the error profile Ö Ý. Expanding the specification frequency-by-frequency with Ý´ µ Ì Ý½ ´ Ø· ½µ ÝÒ ´ Ø· Òµ we write,
where Ô ½, the norm is defined Ý´ µ ¾ Ô Ý´ µ À Ý´ µ (the superscript À denotes the conjugate transpose). In an ideal design, the set ª Ð would contain all significant disturbances in the system. However, in practice a performance specification such as (15) can only be enforced for controllable disturbances 1 , typically at low temporal frequencies (see for example [30] , [31] ). The form of the performance specification (15) allows for additional flexibility according to the directionality of the disturbance Ý . The necessity of this was the central issue of [32] and will be demonstrated in Section V below.
C. Robust Stability Margin
The parameters of the process model ´Þµ in (5) are identified from input/output process data, and uncertainty in the model is unavoidable. CD processes are somewhat unusual control systems in that, due to the ill-conditioning, there is a sign uncertainty of the steady-state gain ( ¼) in certain input directions of the process [32] , [33] , [1] . This form of model uncertainty may be captured with an additive matrix perturbation, Ô´Þ µ ´Þµ · AE ´Þµ (16) Then designing the controller Ã´Þµ such that the closed-loop is internally stable (condition (14)) and
where ´¡µ denotes the maximum singular value, provides a robust stability margin of ¬ to additive matrix perturbations.
In other words, the closed-loop is robustly stable for all processes described by (16) with uncertainty given by a stable perturbation bounded as,
AE ´Þµ ½ ¬ (18)
D. Low-Order Controller
Low-order controllers are preferred over high-order. From (7) or (13) it is evident that the temporal order of the controller is determined by which typically is set equal to the process model dead time in (3), (5) . The spatial order of the controller 2 is defined by the number of nonzero off-diagonal elements Ò and Ò respectively for the system matrices and in (9) . The low spatial order requirement is then to ensure that Ò Ò Ò (19) in (9) where Ò is the dimension of the matrices ¾ Ò¢Ò .
IV. TWO-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY DOMAIN
A straightforward approach to the above problem requires dealing with a multivariable feedback control system that will have up to Ò ¿¼¼ inputs and outputs. However, to address this problem directly is difficult if not intractable. By appealing to the structure of the specified system, we will approach the design through a related problem that offers many advantages.
Section II has presented a process model and feedback controller that are each linear, time-invariant, and almost spatiallyinvariant. The convenience of the linear, time invariant (LTI) approximation is that it permits the use of the temporal frequency domain in the analysis and design of control systems. Recent work on linear, spatially-invariant (LSI) control systems [34] , [36] , [37] , [32] , [33] has exploited the LSI property to a similar advantage in the spatial frequency domain. The use of spatially-invariant process models in cross-directional control was introduced in [4] where a thorough development of spatial frequencies may be found. This approach has been used subsequently in an analogous but somewhat different manner in [2] and more such examples may be found in [5] , [38] , [39] .
As seen in Section II, the form of the model implies that the process response is the same for each actuator, except that it is shifted accordingly in the cross-direction. The spatial invariance is disrupted by the edges of the paper sheet where the response is truncated. The same kind of structure is present in the industrial CD controller as well. The effect of such spatial boundary effects in distributed control systems is currently the subject of active research (see [40] , [41] ).
The simplest way to obtain a spatially-invariant system in our case is to impose spatially periodic boundary conditions on the process model and controller as in [2] , [32] . Physically speaking, this approximation corresponds to manufacturing a tube of paper, rather than a flat sheet. Mathematically, this is achieved by replacing the symmetric Toeplitz matrices , in (4), (5), (9) , and (12) with symmetric circulant matrices . For example, the circulant extension of the Toeplitz in (4) is given by the notation in (2) ´ Òµ (20) where ½ Ò Ì in (4) and typically Ò Ò for the problem at hand. The difference between the circulant and Toeplitz matrices is given by, AE (21) so that AE contains the 'ears' of the circulant matrix, as shown in Figure 3 . The advantage of this approximation is evident from noting that every symmetric circulant matrix (of the same size) may be diagonalized by the real valued Fourier matrix, given by
where Õ Ò · ½ µ ¾ if Ò is odd and Õ Ò ¾ if Ò is even [21] , [42] . The Ø row of contains the Ø spatial harmonic and has frequency, ¾ ´ ½µ Ò (23) Consider the process model and controller transfer matrices with symmetric circulant coefficients in the place of truncated Toeplitz matrices in (5) and (12),
Then pre-and post-multiplying the process model ´Þµ and Ã´Þµ by the real Fourier matrix ´¡µ Ì , we can simultaneously diagonalize the process model and controller,
where the SISO transfer functions on the diagonal of (25) circulant system are equivalent to the absolute value of the eigenvalues in (25) . Figure 4 illustrates the singular values of a typical cross-directional process model as a function of spatial and temporal frequencies. High-frequency gain roll-off is a familiar feature of dynamic systems. Figure 4 illustrates the typical case for crossdirectional control systems, where the gain rolls-off for high spatial and temporal frequencies. In multivariable terms, this is (correctly) referred to as an ill-conditioned system due to the fact that the smallest singular values of the plant model -given by the magnitude of the eigenvalues ´ µ in (26) -approach zero relative to the largest singular values. The advantage of the two-dimensional frequency domain interpretation is in the fact that frequency domain methods are very welldeveloped for addressing gain roll-off. In particular, the tradeoff of performance and robustness specifications at low and high temporal frequencies respectively is central to traditional loop shaping controller design techniques (for example [30] , [31] ). This concept has been extended to the two-dimensional frequency domain in [32] , [33] . Two-dimensional loop shaping Figure 4 , this will result in the application of performance specifications at low spatial and temporal frequencies and robustness specifications at high spatial and temporal frequencies. The two-dimensional loop shaping technique allows to easily design a controller for the ill-conditioned process model, and is used in the following Section.
V. CONSTRUCTIVE CONTROLLER DESIGN
A. Restatement of Closed-Loop Requirements in the TwoDimensional Frequency Domain
The requirement of internal stability is satisfied for the circulant system composed of ´Þµ and Ã´Þµ in (24) if and only if each member of the diagonalized system is stable.
Since each ´ Þ µ in (26) is stable and each ´ Þ µ is stable or marginally stable in (26) , then internal stability requires each transfer function, ´ Þ µ ½ · ´ Þ µ ´ Þ µ (27) to be stable for each spatial frequency
The closed-loop performance is stated in terms of the disturbance attenuation analogous to (15) , and by writing the sensitivity transfer matrix
where satisfying (28) for Ô´ µ ½ indicates good performance (disturbance attenuation) at frequencies . We will characterize the closed-loop performance in terms of two frequencies indicating the closed-loop bandwidth at which 90% of disturbances are attenuated. The quantity ¼ is defined as the spatial frequency below which (28) is satisfied on the -axis for Ô´ ¼µ ½¼. The quantity ¼ is defined as the temporal frequency below which (28) is satisfied on the -axis for Ô´¼ µ ½ ¼ .
To achieve a robust stability margin analogous to (17), we will design ´ Þ µ for internal stability (condition (27) ) and
for all frequencies ¾ ½ Ò and
¾
. Note that satisfying condition (29) will lead to a stable closed-loop for any plant Ô´Þ µ ´Þµ · AE ´Þµ with perturbation AE ´Þµ stable and bounded as in (18) . The transfer matrices AE ´Þµ and Ô´Þ µ are not restricted to be symmetric circulant matrices.
To achieve a controller with a low spatial order requires the coefficients ´ µ and ´ µ of ´ Þ µ in (26) , to satisfy
where the coefficients ½ Ò and ½ Ò are the weights of the convolution windows corresponding to and in the symmetric circulant matrices and in the controller Ã´Þµ in (24) .
B. Two-Dimensional Loop Shaping Design Considerations
As mentioned above, Figure 4 illustrates the typical case for process models of cross-directional control systems. The gain of the open-loop process ´ µ is large for low spatial and temporal frequencies and rolls-off for high spatial and temporal frequencies . This re-interpretation of the ill-conditioning facilitates the extension of the familiar loopshaping techniques in temporal frequency domain to the twodimensional systems at hand.
In the broad sense, loop shaping design techniques are the design of a feedback controller in terms of the closed-loop frequency response under the requirement that closed-loop stability is maintained. These techniques are particularly wellsuited for handling high-frequency gain roll-off. There exist well-known open-loop approximations to closed-loop design requirements.
Qualitatively speaking, the performance specification (condition (28)) may be satisfied for a closed-loop stable system, by designing ´ µ to be large at those frequencies where ´ µ is large and the relative uncertainty is small. The robustness of the closed-loop (condition (29)) is a matter of designing ´ µ to be small at those spatial and temporal frequencies where ´ µ is small and/or the relative uncertainty is large. More specifically, for the problem at hand, the closedloop nominal stability (condition (27) ) for each of the spatial frequency modes is achieved with the parameters of the controller ´ Þ µ in (13), (26) satisfying:
where the scalars , and the spectrum ´ µ are model parameters from ´ Þ µ in (26) . The constant « and the spectra ´ µ and Ö´ µ are to be designed. To demonstrate that (31) will lead to a stable closed-loop, substitute the parameters in (31) into the controller ´ Þ µ in (13), (26) , then together with ´ Þ µ in (26) , it is straightforward to show that the poles of the transfer function in (27) are inside the unit circle (see [33] for details). This leaves us free to shape the twodimensional frequency response of the closed-loop system for conditions (28) , (29) , and (30) via the design parameters « , ´ µ and Ö´ µ in (31).
The proposed design approaches the problem as a two-step synthesis (once along the -axis and once along the -axis), followed by a full analysis of the two-dimensional system.
Temporal Design
In practice, for spatial frequency ¼ ¼ in (23) 
and denote the maximum magnitude of the sensitivity function as,
The remaining tuning parameter « is to be designed such that the closed-loop is acceptably fast with a target limit on the peak of the sensitivity function Å × in (33) .
In order to simplify the tuning (often done manually), a rule of thumb was developed for field personnel to compute the value of « that would approximately result in the desired closed-loop frequency response. The value of Å × in (33) was leastsquares fit to an affine combination of the dead time and the tuning parameter « in (32) . This relationship was made constructive by solving the least squares fit for the tuning parameter,
where for CD control the target peak of the sensitivity function is typically set to Å × ½ ¾, thus corresponding to a limit on the magnification of disturbances by ·¾¼± at a (typically) mid-range frequency in the -domain 3 .
Spatial Design
The spatial design step is concerned with the -axis (with temporal frequency ¼). The basic goal of the spatial tuning is to successfully trade off performance (28) and robust stability (29) while maintaining the spatial order of the controller, Ò and Ò in (30) , to be small. 3 An additional advantage is that the free parameter « of a Dahlin controller such as in (7) or (13) may be tuned for a desired closed-loop response by a simple hand-calculation (34). This is useful as a rule of thumb for field personnel when faced with an immediate tuning problem. 
where the scalars Ð with Ð ½ Ò are defined by a lowpass Blackman window of order Ò as described in (11) .
For the majority of CD processes, a robust stability margin ¬ ¼ ¾ ¡ ´Þµ ½ has proven to be acceptable. Then, given smoothing spectrum ´ µ and Dahlin controller parameters « , , , it remains to design the controller gain ´ µ with respect to performance (28) and robust stability (29) .
As with traditional loop shaping, these requirements do not conflict since they are applied at different spatial frequencies.
At low spatial frequencies , the process gain ´ µ is large relative to the model uncertainty ¬ and the closed-loop performance is important, while at high spatial frequencies , the process gain ´ µ is small relative to the model uncertainty ¬ and robustness is more important.
In characterizing the design, it is useful to define two spatial frequency limits as illustrated in Figure 5 . The low frequency limit Ð was developed in practical cross-directional control to be the frequency at which the model gain rolls off to Ô ¾ ¾ of its maximum value 4 ,
4 Strictly speaking the spatial frequency array is defined only on the discrete values ½ Ò , and interpolation is used to define the values Ð and in (36) and (37) . This interpolation is of little practical importance as these frequencies are used as target values. and the minimum requirement in the papermaking industry is that a cross-directional controller will remove 'all' steadystate variability with a spatial frequency smaller than Ð in (36) . This limit will be used constructively in the controller synthesis algorithm below.
The high spatial frequency limit is derived as the lowest frequency for which the process model gain is smaller than the magnitude of the uncertainty ¬ in (18) or (29), ´ µ ¬ (37) The high frequency defines the spatial frequency limit beyond which we cannot guarantee any performance improvement with a feedback controller due to the uncertainty being larger than the model gain [5] .
In [33] the detailed calculation of the array Ö´ µ is computed in terms of the process gain spectrum ´ µ, but is not repeated here. It is enough to understand that typically, performance: Ö £´ µ ¼ for low robust stability: Ö £´ µ ¼ for high (38) Then the target controller gain is constructed such that £´ µ ´ µ ´ µ ¾ · Ö £´ µ (39) In general, the controller gain designed frequency-byfrequency such as £´ µ in (39) will not satisfy the requirement of a low spatial order (30) .
The synthesis step outlined in (38) and (39) is then followed by an order reduction operation where a low-order spectrum ´ µ is fit to the target high-order spectrum £´ µ in (39) (compare Theorem 4 in [32] ). We expand the spectrum and compute the first Ò terms,
where Ò is the spatial order of in (30) . Equations (38)- (40) outline the "synthesis" routine referred to in Subsection V-C below.
Finally, the spectrum corresponding to the reduced-order decoupling operator is created using,
Analysis
The above design has resulted in a distributed feedback controller with low spatial order Ò Ò Ò in (30) . It remains to verify that the robust stability condition (29) is satisfied for the maximum over all spatial and temporal frequencies . The closed-loop performance of the system is presented in terms of the performance frequencies ¼ and ¼ as described in Subsection V-A above.
C. Controller Tuning Algorithm
This section contains an overview of the main components of the algorithms for two-dimensional loop shaping for crossdirectional controller tuning. Ò , or actuator profile smoothing Ò in (30), the target stability margin ¬ in (29) , and the values of in (35) and « in (13) and (26).
2) Call "synthesis" routine (38) - (40) 6) Verify the closed-loop stability of the associated truncated Toeplitz system. 7) Transfer the controller parameters to the working crossdirectional control system.
VI. TWO INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
A. System 1: A Closed-Loop Unstable Slice Lip System
The data in this work are taken from a paper machine at an American paper mill that had been experiencing closedloop instability problems [15] . Certain modes of closed-loop instability in CD control of paper machines can be very slow to develop, being unnoticeable following the controller tuning. This particular paper machine had been tuned such that it appeared to be stable and producing good paper. However, while in closed-loop, a high spatial frequency component in the actuator profile would steadily increase in magnitude and within one day of operation the actuators would reach their limits. Figure 6 illustrates the familiar mode of instability referred to by papermakers as 'actuator picketing' due to the picket fence appearance of the actuator profile. At this point, the machine operators would take the system off-line, reset the actuator profile to zero, and start over. The system would perform well initially, but the same instability would eventually reappear. Figure 6 illustrates a snapshot of the closed-loop system with the picketing instability. The use of a slice lip is the traditional method of controlling the CD profile of basis weight of a paper sheet. The slurry exits the headbox through an opening which is as wide as the paper machine (up to 11m) but only 1cm-2cm tall for fine paper and 4cm-6cm tall for linerboard. The amount of pulp exiting the headbox is controlled by locally changing the height of this opening by bending its flexible upper lip. A taller opening is used to allow more pulp on to the wire thus increasing the amount of fibres at that location and increasing the basis weight.
The bending of this upper lip is controlled by an array of force actuators distributed along its length. A typical slice lip installation has Ò ¼ of such actuators in the array, but there exist installations with Ò ½½ or more slice lip actuators. The actuator spacing is quite variable depending on the installation and is anywhere from 7.0cm to 20cm. Modern slice lip actuator dynamics are very fast compared with the scan time. The process dynamics are thus dominated by the sensor filtering and the dead time due to the transport delay from the actuators to the scanning sensor.
The slice lip itself is quite expensive, and much care is taken to prevent damaging it due to excessive flexing and bending. Depending on the lip material, each actuator has a range of at most 0.17mm-0.75mm. The industrial controller contains many safety interlocks and an actuator setpoint profile is prevented from violating the bending constraints specified for the slice lip. However, an actuator setpoint profile as illustrated in Figure 6 is cause for concern as the increased bending will shorten the life of the lip. Table II for the slice lip system. The paper machine in question was producing a light 'directory grade' paper sheet, used for the pages of a telephone directory. The target weight of the paper sheet was between 18-21 pounds/ream, where a ream is a unit of area equal to ¿¼¼¼ square feet. The paper profiles are measured by a scanning sensor with a scan time of 25 seconds. In this example, the scanning gauge measured at Ñ evenlyspaced locations across the width of the paper sheet, and the mapped profile has dimension of Ò corresponding to the number of working actuators.
The quantitative analysis of the instability problem described qualitatively above, begins with the identification of a process model. Following an open-loop 'bump test', the process model was identified from input-output data using the industrial software [17] . The parameters of the model (3) representing the slice lip process are displayed in Table  I . Using the data in Table I , a circulant extension to the Toeplitz process model was computed as in (20) (26) and is illustrated in Figure 4 . Note that the gain of the process is small for high frequencies -both spatially and temporally.
The analysis and design of this cross-directional control system proceeds in terms of the two-dimensional frequency domain requirements (27) - (30) . Due to space considerations, we will concentrate the description of the two-dimensional loop shaping on the robust stability requirement (29) . As shown by the closed-loop instability problems this is the most relevant issue with regard to this slice lip system. Condition (29) describes a requirement on the closed-loop system that must be satisfied in order for the system to maintain robust stability in spite of model uncertainty. It is well known from traditional loop shaping for dynamical systems (e.g. [30] , [31] ) that such closed-loop conditions are approximated by open-loop conditions when the loop gain is very high or very low. We borrow that approximation here in order to provide an intuitive, conceptual description of the controller tuning problem and its resolution. It can be shown that, for a nominally stable closed-loop system, a necessary condition for the satisfaction of the closedloop condition (29) is provided by the open-loop condition,
for all
This set is illustrated as the shaded areas in Figures 8 and 9 . The values of the parameters in the original tuning of the feedback controller are indicated in Table II This situation is represented graphically in Figure 8 with a contour plot in which the ´ µ ¾ contour for ´ Þ µ in (44) is plotted along with the set ª in (43) .
Since this controller is independent of the spatial frequency , all contours of ´ Þ µ in (44) appear as vertical lines in the plane. Figure 8 illustrates that the stability margin condition (42) is violated for high spatial frequencies and low dynamical frequencies . It is gratifying to find that this matches the qualitative description of the drifting, picketing instability illustrated in Figure 6 .
In order to eliminate the closed-loop stability problems, the feedback controller was retuned according to the twodimensional loop shaping procedure described in detail in Section V. Table II Tables I  and II shows that the controller parameters and do not match the model pole and delay as required by (31) . This happened simply due the fact that one of the controller parameters was changed without our knowledge at the time of the test. This parameter defined the scanner traverse time (temporal sample time) used by the control system and subsequently altered the controller's interpretation of the discrete-time filter coefficients and in (7) . The discrepancy was small enough as to go unnoticed in terms of the system performance at the time, and the analysis presented in this paper presents the controller parameters as they were implemented.
As in the previous section, the robust stability condition (42) is verified by plotting the ´ µ ¾ contour of the controller in (26) , with parameters listed in Table II overlayed with the set ª in (43) . Figure 9 indicates that the robust stability condition (42) is now satisfied. The controller parameters in Table II were installed in the working controller and observed over the course of 4 days, during which time the closed-loop system remained stable. Typical input and output profiles are displayed in Figure 10 . Closed-loop performance is measured by the variation in the output profiles. The original controller settings listed in Table   II resulted in an output variance of ¼ ¾ , as shown in Figure 6 . 13 The more conservative controller designed by two-dimensional loop shaping resulted in an output variance of ¼ ¾ as shown in Figure 10 . However, the most remarkable difference evident from comparing Figures 6 and 10 , is the appearance of the actuator profiles. The actuator profile variance was reduced by 32% with the new tuning numbers. This incurred only a 3% increase in the measured profile variance for the data in the figures shown. The reason that this can be achieved is due to the fact that the majority of actuation in Figure 6 is of such a high spatial frequency that it does not have a significant influence on the paper profiles due to the small process gain ´ Þ µ in (26) at high spatial frequencies as illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 . However it should be noted that these figures display only a snapshot in time and the achievement of closedloop stability led to a system that would provide reliable performance without daily operator intervention. 
B. System 2: An Under-performing Consistency Profiling System
Consistency profiling is an alternative to the use of a slice lip for basis weight control [44] . These actuators change the basis weight profile by locally altering the concentration of pulp fibres in the headbox. This is accomplished by an array of dilution actuators distributed across the back of the headbox. The consistency of the pulp stock is changed by injecting it with a stream of low consistency water as it enters the headbox. An increase in the flow of a dilution actuator reduces the local concentration of pulp fibres and thus locally reduces the resulting basis weight.
The industrial implementation of consistency profiling falls into several different configurations. One configuration typ- The response of the weight profile to a consistency profiling actuator is typically very well localized with none of the side lobes that may be observed in slice control, compare Figures  7 and 11 . The typical effect of a consistency profiling actuator is confined to a 12.5cm strip centred on the actuator, and most of its influence being concentrated in the central 7.5cm.
As with the slice lip, the consistency profiling actuator dynamics are very fast compared with the scan time and the process dynamics are dominated by the sensor filtering and the transport delay.
The data in this section were taken from a Canadian paper machine, producing newsprint paper at a weight of 45 grams per square metre (45gsm) [33] . The paper profiles were measured with scanning gauge once every 25 seconds. These actuators are narrowly spaced at a separation of only 35mm and there were Ò ¾ ¾ on-sheet consistency profiling actuators -resulting in a very large scale control system. Figure 11 illustrates the steady-state spatial response of the newsprint sheet to the consistency profiling actuators. The process model was identified from input-output data using the industrial software [19] , [17] . The parameters of the model (3) representing the consistency profiling process are displayed in Table III . Figure 12 illustrates the two-dimensional sensitivity function of the system running with the original tuning numbers. The plots indicate that the control system will eliminate disturbances with low spatial frequencies and low temporal frequencies , but will not remove high-frequency disturbances. In closed-loop the ¼ cycles/metre in (28), meaning that the system is expected to remove more than 90% of steady-state disturbances with a wavelength longer than about 23cm.
We logged 20 scans of closed-loop data from the system running with the original tuning numbers of the feedback controller listed in Table IV . The temporal average of these measurements is an approximation to the steady-state ( ¼) and the spatial frequency components of this system are plotted in Figure 13 . As expected, this system is performing better at low frequencies . There is very little error which persists at spatial frequencies lower than about 5 cycles/metre (wavelength of 20cm). Next, using the two-dimensional loop shaping tuning tool outlined in Section V, we retune the cross-directional controller to achieve the sensitivity function illustrated in Figure  12 . The contour plot indicates that the closed-loop spatial bandwidth has been improved to ¼ cycles/metre (a wavelength of about 15cm). This result predicts that the control system will be able to remove narrower disturbances from the paper sheet. Closed-loop data for the system running with the new tuning parameters was collected, and the steadystate spatial spectra for the error profile and the actuator profile are illustrated in Figure 14 . With respect to the original tuning illustrated in Figure 13 , the main difference may be seen at the 'mid-range' spatial frequencies roughly between 3m ½ and 8m
½ (a wavelength range of 13-33cm). Improving the spatial bandwidth by retuning with the loop shaping tuning tool resulted in a reduction in steady-state variation of 26% in comparison with the original controller. This is considered a very significant performance improvement by a papermaker.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This article has reported on the development and application of a novel controller design technique and its incorporation into an industrial software tool for cross-directional feedback controller tuning. Cross-directional (CD) control systems are spatially-distributed and are well known to be difficult to control. They are very large scale and typically severely illconditioned. Even the steady-state is not well-defined. In spite of these problems, the design of a CD control systems was made tractable and practical through the exploitation of the structure of the system. CD processes are linear, timeinvariant, and almost spatially invariant systems. Appreciation of these features suggested the use of a two-dimensional frequency domain expansion, which led to the decoupling of the large-scale multivariable system into a family of SISO design problems, one for each spatial frequency.
The use of this two-dimensional frequency domain facilitated the development of a software tool for the tuning of an industrial CD feedback controller. The main algorithm used in this tool was outlined and its use on two different paper machines, experiencing very different problems was demonstrated.
The first machine was suffering from closed-loop instability problems. Our two-dimensional loop shaping tool was used to analyze the system and find its weakness -a vanishingly small stability margin. We were able to retune the cross-directional control system in order to achieve a robustly stable closed-loop system, as observed over 4 days of operation.
The second machine was apparently making good paper. However, the frequency domain analysis and subsequent retuning demonstrated that the system was not performing as well as it could. Prior to the use of the two-dimensional loop shaping controller tuning tool, the paper mill was not aware that their cross-directional control system was underperforming. Retuning this system was straightforward and improved the closed-loop spatial bandwidth and improved performance by 26%.
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